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These are normal, everyday things that I find to be incredibly demoralizing and/or em-
barassing. I hope you all agree. If not, then it seems that I am a BIG overthinker. Eith-
erway, normal things shouldn’t be this embarassing to do in public or make me feel so 
demoralized.

-Running after a ping pong ball
-Trying to print at Denison
-Wiping snow off of your car
-Trying to put a bracelet/watch on by yourself
-Getting stuck in a shirt while alone in a fitting room
-Clogging the toilet in a public restroom
-Putting tights on and then looking at yourself in the mirror in just your tights without the 
dress or skirt on yet
-How you look when you floss
-Trying to get a hair out of your mouth
-Biting the inside of your mouth and trying to play it off even though it hurt like a mofo
-Having a nut allergy
-Actually enjoying Twilight
-When your camera sound is on in public
-Carrying an extremely full hamper to the laundry room
-Trying to put a fitted sheet on your bed. 
-Calling your elementary school teacher “mommy”
-Pushing a “pull” door
-Saying a fun fact about yourself during the start of the class ice-breakers
-Stubbing your toe
-Being the last to leave a zoom
-Carrying in lots of groceries
-Riding an elevator with a stranger
-Trying to put a collar on an excited dog
-Walking your rat-size dog who is wearing a sweater
-Stopping to tie your shoe in the middle of the sidewalk
-Jogging to catch up with friends when on a walk
-Being on the Denisonian staff
-Being the person pushed into the grass when the sidewalk isnt big enough for 3 across
-When you and your friend get into your car and your audiobook plays instead of trendy pop 
songs (this one may be a little niche)

NORMAL THINGS THAT DEMORALIZE ALL

YOUR MOM -Katie Kerrigan, Embarassed by Everything
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WASH YOUR WATER BOTTLE

-Katie Kerrigan, Has The Cleanest of Water Bottles

THE ONLY APPROPRIATE VALENTINES

This is a reminder to wash your water bottles. You bishes walking around with a sticker-covered 
pastel-colored hydro flask, I can just tell that thing hasn’t been washed in months. Maybe some 

of you never washed it. Here is a tip, wAsH yOuR bOtTleS!!! Especially after you first get 
them. They were in a manufacturing factory, shipping facility, etc. just wash them, people. Further-
more, those who say “it isnt dirty, there is just water in there.” Ah yes, this may be true, but when 
water just stays in there all the time, it turns to mold and mildew. There is some serious gunk in 

that thing. Check the straw spout because that thing must build up some kind of nonsense. Those 
with you with a Nalgene, those screw tops have many little nooks and crannies.... check them. If 
you are a person who puts booze in your metal water bottle, you also need to wash it....unless of 
course, you like the taste of Titos lingering in your water all week... to each their own. Stop ne-

glecting your Nalgene’s hygiene. Long story short, wAsH yOuR bOtTle!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

That being said, if you are a person who never washes their 
water bottle, you absolutely do not have to worry about what is 

in the vaccine.


